This book is in copyright. Subject to statutory exception and to the provisions of relevant collective licensing agreements, no reproduction of any part may take place without the written permission of Cambridge University Press. At the same time as children acquire the grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation systems of their own language, they acquire in addition an increasing intuitive awareness of the varieties available in their language and of when to use them appropriately. However, for the foreign-language learner, acquiring the capacity to operate within an appropriate variety of language is a more conscious matter, although even here, with increasing competence, selection of the appropriate variety becomes increasingly automatic.
A variety of language is determined by a number of factors; some are peripheral, others central in importance. In this book we are not concerned with varieties themselves, but with one of the essential factors which constitute them, register.
Peripheral factors
The way French speakers use their language is affected by such matters as their sex (a woman may have different general speech characteristics from a man), their age (for example whether they are adolescents or octogenarians), where they come from (for example a Parisian, a Marseillais and a Martiniquan will all have idiosyncrasies of speech which are due to their places of origin), and their socio-economic standing (that is to say the degree of education they have received and their social and professional status). These are factors over which the speaker has little, if any, control, as they are deeprooted ingredients of his/her individuality. They are, therefore, of secondary importance in an analysis of varieties of language.
Central factors
Of much greater immediate importance in determining the composition of varieties are the following factors: subject matter, purpose, medium and register.
Field
What one is talking about affects the way one expresses oneself. For example, when the French discuss politics they will draw upon a certain vocabulary which would be quite inappropriate in a discussion on zoology, although, of course, there are certain 'common core' features which are used whatever the topic under discussion. The term 'field' is used to denote the subject matter of a conversation, speech, etc. It means a collection of words and expressions relating specifically to a certain topic, for example politics, and covers the many types of situations in which politics may be discussed. It may be politics as practised by a politician, or as reported by a political correspondent in the press, or as debated over a glass of wine between friends in a bar. The field includes, therefore, not only the technical vocabulary of the professional but also the less technical vocabulary used by the non-specialist talking about the same subject.
Purpose
Whatever the status of the speaker -whether he/she is a politician, or the political correspondent of a daily newspaper, or simply a layperson talking politics with a friend -language is used with a purpose. The politician will attempt to persuade; the political journalist to inform, comment and/or evaluate; the layman may simply chat, or may adopt the stance of the politician or journalist depending upon knowledge, inclination or intention.
Medium
The medium of communication also needs to be taken into account. By medium is meant the vehicle through which the subject matter is conveyed to a listener or an audience. In politics it may be a speech made in parliament or at the hustings, it may be a written report of a debate or a manifesto, a piece of propaganda used in an election campaign, or simply a conversation. The spontaneous expression of a conversation will contrast with the carefully prepared wording of a speech: the medium therefore places constraints on the way one expresses oneself.
Register
The final factor to consider in this analysis of varieties of language is register. Register is concerned with the relationship that exists between a speaker and the person he/she is speaking to. In other words it is the degree of formality or informality which a speaker accords the listener. This degree of formality/informality depends in turn upon four variable factors, in increasing order of importance: sex, age, status and intimacy. The sex of the speaker or listener, the least important of the variables, may not even be relevant in certain situations. However, sometimes it is: exclusively male or female gatherings often have their own peculiar speech habits which are a direct result of the company present; a young man talking to his girlfriend may use a different standard of language from that which he will use when he is chatting to his male friends; it may involve only a slight adjustment -does he swear in the presence of women? However, even this question is not so straightforward as it may seemthat men should consider moderating or changing their language in the company of women would be ill received by certain women. Conversely, certain young and not-so-young women now take pride in adopting as free a manner to express themselves as they feel men already have. Differences between the language used by the two sexes are tending to disappear among some groups. The age of a speaker has already been mentioned in 1.2 as having a bearing upon the way he/she speaks -elderly speakers have different speech habits from younger ones -but in this section it is the possibility of varying the way one speaks, according to the age of the person spoken to, that is relevant. Parents talking to young children will use a different, simpler, vocabulary and grammar from that which they would use when talking to colleagues or contemporaries. In the same way, a teacher will use a different level of language in classroom and common room. Status also plays an important role in determining register. When discussed in 1.2, status was used to refer to the degree of education and the social and professional standing of the speaker. In this section it refers to the ability of a person to adjust his/her speech according to the status of the person addressed: an employee in a factory talking to a director, the director in turn talking to an employee, a shop assistant serving a customer, will use different registers because of their respective positions in the social or professional hierarchy. Finally and most important, intimacy, the degree to which speakers know and trust each other, affects the way they speak to each other. A first encounter between two persons requires a different register from that required by a conversation between a husband and wife celebrating their fourth wedding anniversary. These four factors, sex, age, status and intimacy, combine to produce register, the relationship of formality/informality existing between speakers.
The relationship between these factors, particularly those of age and status, and the peripheral factors mentioned briefly in 1.2, needs to be considered briefly. There is, of necessity, some interaction between the two types of factor. To examine first the relationship between the age of the speaker (peripheral) and the age of the person addressed (central), it is clear that in certain cases the age of the speaker will override his/her ability to adjust to the level of the person addressed: for example, a child will not have the necessary linguistic sophistication to adjust its speech in order to address an adult in an adult way; at the other end of the age range, an elderly person may lose the expertise he/she once possessed to adjust his/her speech to become comprehensible to a child, or such a person may never have had sufficient experience of children's language to realise what adjustments should be made. Similarly for status: it is well known that, for certain people, the linguistic patterns peculiar to their class or profession are so indelibly ingrained that they are unable or would consider it demeaning to vary their speech: it is unlikely that a poorly-educated person will be in a position to produce the appropriate level of language when conversing with a person of higher social standing; conversely a person of aristocratic stock may find it extremely difficult to eliminate from his/her speech those linguistic elements which are all but innate, when addressing someone of lower social rank. There are circumstances, therefore, when a certain neutralisation of the effects of the various factors occurs.
A corollary of register concerns the character of the language actually produced, more precisely the degree of explicitness which is necessary for communication within a given situation. In particular, the more intimately one knows someone, the more similar the socioeconomic status and to a lesser degree the ages involved, the more information that can be taken for granted in conversation and the less need for formal structuring of language (1.6.1): there is no need to be explicit about family matters within the family or about business affairs with close colleagues, because in these cases so much is common knowledge and may be left unspecified. On the other hand, strangers meeting for the first time or students attending an induction course require detailed explanations of every aspect of this new experience or undertaking and an elaborate, grammatically correct structuring of what is said (1.6.4 and 1.6.5).
It is now possible to show in diagrammatic form how all these factors combine to constitute a variety of language.
Register as used in this book
According to the definition of the previous section (1.3.4), register involves the relationship of formality/informality existing between the two participants in a conversation or any other situation in which language is used. The most accurate way of representing register would be to envisage it as a scale extending from extreme informality at one end to extreme formality at the other, with a multitude of different shades of formality in between. However, for ease of reference and use in this book, the scale will be divided into three distinct sections, each of which will cover a third of the scale of formality. These three sections will be known as R1, R2 and R3 and their major characteristics may be summarised in the following way: It must be stressed once more that these sections are the result of an artificial division and that the reality behind them consists of subtle, imperceptible shifts, not of rigidly defined categories. (We have confined these register divisions to three, as being more practicable to handle, although scholars in the field often distinguish five.)
A few comments on the above schematisation of register are called for. Because the divisions are arbitrary, some examples (2.10.1) do not fit exactly into one of the sections: in such circumstances the notation R1/R2 or R2/R3 is used. When a usage occurs in two registers the notation R1 and R2 or R2 and R3 is used. Whereas R2 and R3 appear more homogeneous as divisions of register, R1 covers a rich range of informal language, stretching, for example, from obscene interjections to unobjectionable ones (2.10.1); the notation R1* is used to encompass vulgar language (eg foutre, merde, putain). At times language included in R1 is in fact grammatically incorrect and frequently swings from elliptical usage to an extensive use of unnecessary repetition.
Looking towards the future, it is possible that some of what at present are deemed incorrect usages contained in R1 will become socially acceptable language. It is interesting to observe that the tolérances -lists of grammatical and orthographical usages previously condemned but now accepted -issued by the French government for the benefit of examiners quite frequently concern matters of register (although this is not explicitly acknowledged by the authorities). What was considered typically R1 usage, and therefore shunned by the users of 'correct' R2/R3 French, is raised by decree to at least R2 status: eg an examiner may now accept:
c'est là de beaux résultats as well as the traditionally only acceptable ce sont là de beaux résultats similarly, in the matter of sequence of tenses with the subjunctive (3.7.1), j'avais souhaité qu'il vienne sans tarder is now tolerated as well as j'avais souhaité qu'il vînt sans tarder Although the tolérances have official backing, they do not always find universal acceptance outside such circles: eg la fillette, obéissante à sa mère, alla se coucher j'ai recueilli cette chienne errante dans le quartier étant données les circonstances (3.6.3.2) Another characteristic of R1 usage which should be stressed is the fact that many items of its vocabulary are ephemeral in nature. In slang and popular speech there are noticeable preferences for certain types of words, namely those which are striking by their sound or by the manner in which they are created (usually as a result of a metaphorical extension of meaning). Such words are frequently victims of the ravages of fashion and within a relatively short period of time tend to become overworked, thus losing their impact and appeal, and need to be replaced. A rapid turnover in vocabulary is the result: words that are on everyone's lips one year, or even for part of a year, seem terribly dated the following year, and using an out-of-date term may well mark a speaker as being 'past it' or at least old-fashioned. (For this reason a number of the terms included in 2.10.1 will have a limited life-span.)
The phenomenon of register switch should also be illustrated. It is likely that uneducated speakers will use only R1 whatever social situation they find themselves in, whereas an educated speaker will be able to command all three with equal ease, passing from one end of the scale to the other without great difficulty. To go further than was possible in section 1.3.4 and to give a specific example drawn from higher education, a formal lecture would normally be delivered in R3, whereas a seminar would normally be conducted in R2, and, depending upon the degree of friendliness existing between lecturer and student, it is conceivable that a one-to-one tutorial might be carried on in R1: linguistic distinctions based upon differences of sex, age and status disappear with deepening intimacy. It is not, of course, only lecturers who have the ability to switch register! A native speaker's ability to adjust his/her register in various circumstances is the key to avoiding offence and to gaining acceptance in any given situation. The degree to which a foreign learner can achieve that ability to adjust his/her register is a mark of competence in, and mastery of, the foreign language.
Illustration of register
Register affects all aspects of language: pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. Although vocabulary and grammar are the major Illustration of register 1.5 preoccupations of this book, it is worthwhile considering briefly some of the effects of register upon the pronunciation of French.
Pronunciation and liaison
The making of valid general comments upon the issues raised by pronunciation is fraught with risks. Pronunciation is the least stable, most variable aspect of a person's speech habits, and it is well known that a single individual will not necessarily always pronounce the same word in the same way. Consequently the observations that follow must be appreciated in the light of such a reservation. Another problem is that certain tendencies of pronunciation are restricted to a particular region; in such cases disentangling accent from register is very difficult.
On the whole, as might be expected, an R1 speaker tends to be less careful about pronunciation than an R2 and particularly an R3 speaker. In what follows, R1 usage is contrasted with R2 and R3 usages, and regionalisms will be kept as far as possible to a minimum.
The most obvious general characteristic of R1 pronunciation is a relative laziness of articulation, resulting in, amongst other things, the loss of certain sounds or the introduction or change of others. This is illustrated in the following ways. It should be noted that it is not always a matter of, for example, the clear-cut presence or absence of /r/ (ie /kat/ versus /katr/), but of a gradual movement from precise articulation to more indistinct articulation of the sound. 
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(cont.) arε/ ----------------------------- ----------------------------- between pronounϩverb/ elles ont /εlz ɔ/ verbϩpronoun nous avons /nuz avɔ/ allez-y /alez i/ ----------------------------- ------------ ----------- between/kãt il vjε/ interrogative) quand ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------ after et et alors /e alɔr/ before oui mais oui /mε wi/ ----------------------------- ------------ ------------ between singular subjectϩverb le soldat est parti /lə sɔlda ε parti/ ----------------------------- ------------ ------------ after
words ending in a nasal vowel
selon eux /səlɔ ø/ not specified above bon à rien /bɔ a rjε/ : however, when bon à rien is a noun, liaison occurs There are on the other hand, circumstances where liaison is optional. Practice may be summed up in the following simple formula: the more formal the language, the more liaisons are made; the more informal, the fewer liaisons. The dividing line may normally be situated within R2: a slightly higher register is struck when liaison is made. Use of liaison is often accompanied by an element of emphasis. 
Vocabulary and grammar
As already stated, it is with vocabulary and grammar that this book is primarily concerned. The following tables give a preliminary picture of the repercussions of considerations of register upon French vocabulary and grammar.
In the interpretation of the tables it is important to draw a distinction between those concerning vocabulary and those concerning grammar. In the former, terms that are designated R2 are not necessarily confined exclusively to R2 usage and may also occur in R1 and R3 usages, without disconcerting an addressee. On the other hand, R1 and R3 terms are normally (that is, with the reservations mentioned earlier) restricted to the relevant register. For example, boue, recorded in the table as R2, is a neutral term as far as register is concerned, and may be used not only in R2 but also in R1 and R3 usages, whereas gadoue, recorded as Rl, immediately evokes an R1 context and fange, recorded as R3, evokes an R3 context, both terms being rarely used outside those register-divisions. In other words, an R1 speaker may choose between a distinctive R1 term, gadoue, and a neutral, 'common core' term boue; similarly an R3 user may opt for a term redolent of R3 usage, fange, or the neutral term boue.
It will be noticed that there are not in all cases terms for each of the three register-divisions: no vocabulary of any language is characterised by perfect regularity. The occasional gaps in the tables, therefore, under R1 and R3 (eg bruit and faire (du) mal à/vexer) may be accounted for by the fact that there is no distinctive R1 and R3 term in those cases, and that the term recorded as R2 should be understood as being appropriate there as well.
However, the same flexibility is not applicable in the case of the tables concerning grammar. In some cases, there are three distinct forms (eg R1: fermez la porte; R2: (vous) fermez la porte, s'il vous plaît; R3: je vous prie de fermer la porte). In such cases the R2 form is characteristic of the middle register-division, as opposed to the two outer divisions, and R1 and R3 speakers would not have recourse to it, except as a deliberate attempt to improve, in the case of an R1 speaker, or downgrade, in the case of an R3 speaker, their normal speech habits. On the other hand it sometimes happens that a particular form is perfectly appropriate for two or even all three divisions. This is indicated by arrows across the columns in the tables. Thus au début de janvier may occur quite normally in both R2 and R3 usages, and no particular effect would be produced; if it were used in R1 speech it would immediately imply a desire on the part of the speaker to converse in a higher register.
There are also gaps in the grammar tables. These should be interpreted as implying that in such cases there is no closely corresponding version available or that in that particular registerdivision speakers are unlikely to express that idea at all.
There is, of course, nothing exclusive about these divisions. R3 speakers are perfectly at liberty to use an R1 form in their speech; the effect will be arresting, probably humorous, evoking momentarily a situation which is quite foreign to the speakers. Similarly if R1 speakers suddenly use an isolated R3 form, the result is that their speech will briefly acquire a pedantic tone.
All the foregoing remarks hold good for the two major parts of the book. In Part 2:Vocabulary, sections 2.1 to 2.5, R2 terms may generally be used in R1 and R3 usages as well; in later sections concerning the vocabulary, restricting comments are sometimes made. In Part 3: Grammar, the tables and comments specify how usages are to be applied. il n'est pas malade, ce impossible n'est pas possible il est impossible/ ← n'est pas possible → qu'il soit malade (à la) fin mai ← à la fin (du mois) de mai → 
Register
ça alors, il est déjà là quelle surprise, il est cela m'étonne/ déjà là surprend qu'il soit déjà là/je m'étonne qu'il soit déjà là ce qu'il a grandi/ ←  comme/qu'il a grandi  →
le whisky, ça j'aime pas ←  je n'aime pas le whisky  → je la casse, la vitre ←  je casse la vitre  →
← il est à peine arrivé → ←  à peine est-il arrivé  → ←  elle est du moins la meilleure de la classe  → du moins est-elle la ← meilleure de la classe → ←  on peut dire tout au plus  → tout au plus1 ←  peut-on dire  → ← j'ai vu une voiture qu'un vieillard conduisait → ←  j'ai vu une voiture que  → ← conduisait un vieillard
←  après qu'il soit venu  → après qu'il est venu ←  le seul/dernier/premier  → ←-------homme que je connais -------→
← 
le seul/dernier/premier  → ←------homme que je connaisse ------→ aucun pays ne il n'y a aucun pays il n'y a aucun pays permet ça qui permet cela qui permette cela c'est pas vrai il n'est pas vrai il n'est pas exact qu'elle est arrivée qu'elle est arrivée qu'elle soit arrivée
le fait qu'il soit (le fait) qu'il subjunctive (ϭwas) le premier fût le premier à partir à partir 
--------------------------------------pronouns and une pierre est tombée ← une pierre m'est → possessive sur ma tête ←---------tombée sur la tête ---------→ adjectives with parts of the body -
----------------------------------------------------------------------prepositions
le chapeau à Marc ←  le chapeau de Marc  → il va en vélo ← il va à vélo/bicyclette → ← dans l'église → en l'église ---------------------------------------------------------------------negation j'ose pas le faire je n'ose pas le faire je n'ose le faire il n'a pas cessé de il n'a cessé de pleuvoir pleuvoir ( je) sais pas je ne sais pas je ne sais (moi)/j'en sais rien ça vaut pas le ce n'est pas la coup de le faire/ peine de le faire c'est pas la peine (de le ← il n'est pas nécessaire → faire)
←
------------de le faire ------------→ ---------------------------------------------------------------------partitive article ←----------je vois des grands ----------→
with adjective ←  arbres, des grosses carottes  → before plural ←  je vois de grands arbres,  → noun ←---------de grosses carottes ---------→ ------------------------------------------------------------------------infinitive versus ←  demande à ton père de venir  → demandez au ministre que-clause qu'il vienne ← dis à ta soeur de venir → dites au ministre qu'il vienne ------------------------------------------------------------------------euphony ←  si on constate que  → si l'on constate que
As has already been implied in the preceding tables, R1 speech is occasionally (sometimes frequently) characterised by a certain grammatical or lexical carelessness, which may in fact involve significant departure from the grammatical rules accepted in R2 and R3 usage. The following table illustrates a few of the most widespread examples; the standard forms in R2 and R3 are also given. In the body of this book unless it is specifically stated otherwise, the word or expression or grammatical construction under discussion will belong to R2.
R1 characterised by grammatical carelessness R2ϩR3

